Juice Box Jam 2018 was created to inspire and educate new and senior developers on games
for kids. The people running it do so that people all over can get together, create and innovate in
a safe game space. The team trusts that everyone operates within that same mindset. It is not a
competition but an educational creative experience.
Please follow these rules to make the best experience possible for everyone involved:
1. Keep things light and fun. Remember this is for the kids and for you!
2. We have a Code of Conduct and expect everyone involved to abide by it. Play nice and
you’ll be fine.
3. All teams are expected to upload a playable version or link/instructions to enable visitors
to game page to play the game. Uploads can begin right after the Jam starts.
Submissions will close at the end of the Jam.
4. You must share any code and assets used for creating the game, that you are legally
allowed to share without breaking any other legal agreements. Don’t share any code
belonging to your employer or anyone except yourself or anything that is under NDA or
similar. JBJ is about sharing and learning so please contribute to this by allowing people
to tinker with the results of your game.
5. All uploads (code, assets, executables, etc) will be shared and licensed under
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International Creative Commons License.
6. JBJ is a kids creation jam. All decisions in your game should be considered with regards
to what's best for young ages to view. JBJ has the right to reject any team that uploads
inappropriate materials that would not be considered good for a young audience.
7. Please consider what is best for an international learning and sharing game
development community Use tools and assets you are allowed to use to create and
upload a game under creative commons. Upload *at a minimum* a playable game and
ideally the source code/assets for educational purposes. The games remain their
creators’ to do what they want with within their license agreements after the jam.
8. Find your inner child, go crazy and have fun!

